


What are we?

We are a hub of great 
coffees, close and fair 
connections with the 
producers and a caring 
relationship with our 
customers.
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Who are we

Laura Barros

5th generation coffee producer, is an economist that worked in many years
with tech startups.

Won 1st place in the Women in Agribusiness 2018 prize given by the Brazilian
Association of Agribusiness.

Felipe Bastos

Graduating in Telecomunication engineering is from a coffee Family and loves
the ground. Works close to the producers to help them in post harvest and
getting us the best coffees.

Patricia Ramos

Paty is a business woman with experience in processes, finance and logistics. 
She is the structure we need to keep growing!



How did it get started?

Laura Takes over farm
In 2017 Laura takes over the 
farm and realizes quality is a 
feature we have in 
abundance, it just needs to be 
protected

It is hard for small producers
Becomes a q-grader and 
starts cupping amazing 
coffees from tiny producers 
that are getting no reward for 
their hard work

Seeks for Quality
Fermentation process, 
traceability, 2 certifications 
(Certifica Minas and UTZ). 
Coffees from the farm going 
up to 87 points SCA.
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Works for direct trade
Starts exporting diretcly. First
to the US, then France, 
Norway and Hong Kong

Can we work together?
Starts presenting coffees from 
neighbors and small 
producers to clients. Exports 
coffees from more than 10 
producers in 2018/19. 
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Summup
We grew from 0 to more than 1200 bags exported in 2 years, 

with long term customers. We helped more than 10 producers 
get from 50% to 200% more for their coffee, being transparent 
all the way. We won the Women of Agribusiness 2018 because 

of all this work
And we believe we can do more…



But only if we stick to what we believe:

Transparency
Producer MUST 
know how much 
we are selling his 
coffee for, how 
much we are 
getting, how 
much buyer is 
paying. Simple 
like that: open 
spreadsheet.

Quality
In coffee, in 
processes, in 
coffee processing, 
in quality control

Fluid 
Communication
Easy access with
fast answers filled
with TRUTH.
If there is any
issue, change, 
doubt just
communicate
with the other
part quick and
openly.
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Our coffees

81-82 blends
83-84 blends
85-91 micro and nano lots
Natural, Honey, Pulped 
Naturals
Positive Fermented and 
naturally dried
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Our producers
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Condado Farm
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Small Producers and Family Farming
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AmeCafé – Women Coffee 
Association
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Processing

▣ Processing is done
through a small
producer and partner
that has last
generation machines. 
We are his main
partner, what makes
the whole process fast
and efficient, and in 
the time and quality
level we need.
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Exporting
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Long Term Partners
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Thank you
We are Café Condado

@cafecondado
laura@cafecondado.com.br
www.cafecondado.com.br

mailto:laura@cafecondado.com.br

